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"I practice
astrology by
quantifying karma
and suggesting a
corrective
recourse at the
right time to
escape the
miseries of ill luck"
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Don't let size fool you. When it comes to
aerial photography, these tiny cameras are
a seriously big deal.

VINOD KUMAR
Renowned Astrologer & Vastu Expert

VINOD KUMAR : A PRODIGIOUS
ASTROLOGER, WHO LOVES TO
KEEP IT SIMPLE
Vinod Kumar, 35, at first sight is
that affable happy-go-lucky soul
whose silos of astrological
wisdom are hidden till he asks
you, "tell me what do you want
to know"

His mothers illness in 2002
and the ceaseless suggestions
of family and friends for
corrective vastu was the
genesis of his astrological and
vastu research.

His astute sense of providence is
a remarkable gift of the divine
that has enabled thousands to
claim poise and peace, both in
certain and uncertain times.

Soon it would have him sunk
deep into understanding the
mysteries of planetary chaos
and all the allied energies,
which are known to create
this entire life drama.

Sri Krishna Wellness
Yoga & Cultural
Centre is ideally
cradled in the peace
and tranquil
surroundings of
Malleswaram

“THE
UNIVERSE
KNOWS ALL
OUR
INTENTIONS
& WE ALL
PLAY TO THE
GALLERIES
OF A
PERFECT
ORCHESTRA"
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WHY, WHAT, WHEN &
HOW?
All mortal beings are products of
circumstances. The deep rooted curiosity
of the the four pertinent questions of why,
what, when & how keeps the entire life
journey engaged and intrigued.
Astrology, a scientific repository of life
events in tandem to planetary movements
has helped provide insights into these
domains with cutting edge precision as a
corrective science.
Vinod is a karmic activist, firmly rooted in
the belief of a balanced and rational
approach to all facets of life.

With Tamil film producer T. Siva in Chennai

"My style of astrology is
influenced simply by
mapping your past,
understanding your
present and planning
your future. I can
quantify your karma
with pure mathematics
and help you overcome
your blocks. I call this
analytical astrology"

His deep insights into the science and the
redeeming solutions to the natives are not
premised on simply consulting at will. He
believes that there should be a destiny
bridge for someone to actually meet him

Consults R Parthiban, the famous Tamil
actor, producer, writer and director

"Vinod speaks science, speaks
sense, he is not the mantra-tantra
types of an astrologer. He talks of
analytical astrology, medical
astrology, he is brilliant"
Dr Abhishek
Renowned Tamil Actor

REALMS OF EXPERTISE

REACHING VINOD

Vinod has created a panache in
consulting businesses and
individuals on a wide spectrum of
issues.

Vinod can be reached easily
and is always accessible if he is
not travelling.

His understanding of planetary
interjections and its effects on
health with immaculate precision
is astonishing.

Operating out of his office in
Indira Nagar, he spends a good
amount of time to understand
your problems and issues and
offers simple solutions towards
karmic cleansing.

Suggestions on business
decisions, strategies, investment
decisions, course corrections,
career guidance, vastu
compliance is something which
comes effortlessly to Vinod.

As a Vastu expert, his
corrective vastu suggestions in
existing homes and buildings
have reaped amplified
prosperity.

His growing legion of clients is a
steady mix comprising of all
sections of the society and Vinod
operates on a no frills approach.

Vinod truly stands out as one of
Bangalore's most accomplished
astrologer and a vastu expert
par excellence.

Contact Vinod at: 9880244977
Email : consultation.vinod@gmail.com
Address: #707, 7th Main, 80 Feet Road, Indiranagar, Bangalore

